For immediate release:

Anthony Edwards to Executive Produce “Searching for Home: Coming Back from War”
Anthony Edwards of ER will executive produce the documentary, Searching for Home: Coming Back
from War, directed by documentarian Eric Christiansen. This powerful and timely film chronicles the
trials of the veteran’s assimilation back into society.
www.searchingforhomethemovie.com
Anthony Edwards of TVs’ ER and over 20 feature films will executive produce the documentary film,
Searching from Home: Coming Back from War. Eric Christiansen of E C Productions will direct and edit
the new film. The New York Times called Eric’s last film, Homecoming: A Vietnam Vets Journey, “Eric
Christiansen’s’ surpassingly worthy and touching film.” Bruce Spears will be producing the film with Dr.
Jeremy Crosby psychologist, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) expert and author of the
groundbreaking book, “A Mind Frozen in Time: A PTSD Recovery Guide,” as clinical consultant.
Searching for Home: Coming Back From War is an unflinching, emotionally involving, extremely
personal look at veterans returning from war and their search for the “home” they left behind, physically,
mentally and spiritually. From World War II, Korea and Vietnam to the modern day conflicts, Searching
for Home chronicles the trials of assimilating back into civilian life. A multi‐generational tribute,
Searching for Home honors all of the men and women that have left home, only to return to new and
difficult challenges as profoundly changed people.
Edwards is inspired by the change and healing Searching for Home: Coming Back From War can
initiate. Edwards says of the films director, Eric Christiansen, “Eric is a film maker whose work I have
know for many years. He tells stories from his heart using the tools that come from his intelligence and
his great abilities with the craft." Edwards continues, “This film has the potential to reach millions,
enable many to heal and provide a catalyst for hope and change. It is my privilege to play a key
role in this worthy project.”
“It is through the personal truth of each soldiers journey that Searching for Home: Coming Back From
War will produce awareness then eventual healing and hope.” Comments Christiansen, ”It is important
this film is more then entertainment that it becomes a vehicle for social change with a focus on healing
and hope.”
American Public Television will then distribute to public television for a 3 year run. Extensive outreach
will also be produced to carry the message beyond the screen and into the community using many
mediums including; televised townhall meetings, printed material and association with local agencies. A
special one‐night theatrical event on Veterans day is also being planned, Searching for Home: Coming
Back From War is now actively seeking distributors and/or corporate underwriters.
For more information: Bruce Spears at E C Productions 661 702 8301 bruce@ecproductions.com
www.ecproductions.com

info@ecproductions.com

